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About Us




Our vision revolves around inspiring students to “Aspire, Act and Grow” in a cyclical progression of lifelong learning to our commitment to diversity, well-being and academic excellence.



	Head of School’s Welcome
	Aims & Ethos
	Our Educators
	New Enhancements
	The Campus
	Campus Plan
	Our Accreditations
	XCL Education
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Family Testimonial




Roensch family explain what they love about XWA
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Family Testimonial




Fletcher Family share their experiences with XWA













	Learning
Learning




From Nursery to Secondary Years, we offer a rigorous and personalised programme of education to help your child realise their full potential and become future leaders.



	Curriculum
		Overview
	Nursery
	Pre-K to KG2
	Grades 1 – 5
	Grades 6 – 10
	Grades 11 – 12	



	Programmes
		Bilingual Programme
	University & Career Guidance
	Sports
	Arts
	Extra Curricular Activities
	English as an Additional Language Programme
	Foundational English Programme
	Learning By Design
	AI at XCL World Academy Powered by SureStart	
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21st Century Skills




How do we prepare our children for the future
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Personalised Learning




Explore what personalised learning is
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School Life




Take a glimpse at what your child can experience at our school, from the uniforms that they will wear to exciting upcoming events they can look forward to.



	Academic Calendar
	Events Calendar
	School Uniform
	School Bus Service
	School Canteen
	Societies & Clubs
	Community Service
	Parent Engagement
	XCL Camps
	Ambassador
	Student Well-being
	Blog
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Studying Design




Advantages of studying design for students
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Improve Academic Skills




Key academic skills for students to succeed
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Admissions




Give your child a truly international education! Enrol now and experience diverse cultures and languages at XCL World Academy.



	Admissions Process
	Admissions Enquiry
	Application Criteria
	School Fees
	Apply Online
	Open House
	Scholarships
	FAQs
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Moving to Singapore




Learn how the education system works in Singapore
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Choosing a School




Tips on what to look out for
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Contact Us




Find XCL World Academy's contact information, including our location, phone number, and e-mail address. We look forward to hearing from you!



	Contact Us
	Book a Tour
	Tenders
	Partner Events
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Family Testimonial




Salvador loves the XWA community













	PARENT PORTAL
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Leonardo Neves




Principal Research Engineer 
at Snap, Inc., 
Teaching Fellow at Harvard University,
AI at XWA Programme Lead Instructor




Leonardo Neves is a Principal Research Engineer at Snap Inc, a Teaching Fellow at Harvard, and an Advisor for Generative AI Instructional Design at SureStart. Due to his work in academia and industry, he has been selected as one of cnvrg.io’s AI developers to watch in 2023. Leo’s work is focused on Natural Language Processing and Data Mining to enhance language and behavior understanding through context. He has 1,900+ citations to his academic papers and 10+ AI/ML patents. His recent projects involve personalising and adding contextual information to large language models and leveraging sequence modeling for behavior understanding.




Before joining Snap Inc., Leonardo worked for Pivotal Software Inc., Intel, and Yelp, and, more recently, was the Head of Applied Research at Grammarly. He earned a Master’s in Intelligent Information Systems from Carnegie Mellon University.
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Dr Taniya Mishra




SureStart Founder & CEO,
AI at XWA Programme Lead




Dr Mishra is an AI researcher with many peer-reviewed articles, 88 patents, and featured press articles in Fortune, MIT Technology Review, NBC Learning and The Atlantic. Before founding SureStart, Taniya worked for over 12 years in the tech industry at large organisations such as AT&T Labs and at leading US startups like Affectiva and Interactions, where she held various technical and leadership positions. 




Taniya regularly speaks on topics related to AI technical developments, ethical AI, and diversity in the AI workforce at leading conferences and events.




Taniya’s mentorship and support of diverse technical talent have been recognised multiple times by organisational and industry-wide awards, such as the AT&T Research Lab’s Vice President’s Award for Mentorship 2011, WomenTech Mentor of the Year Award 2020, WomenTeach Network Global AI Inclusion Award of the Year 2021, and VentureBeat Woman in AI finalist 2022. Most recently, Taniya was recognised as a Leading Woman in AI by Nasdaq and invited to ring the opening bell to celebrate her contributions to the field of AI. 
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Alexander Beazley




Head of Individuals & Societies, 
Head of Experiential Learning Programme




Since 2013, Alex has taught across 3 continents and in 5 schools, always enjoying the excitement and energy of the classroom. 




As a history graduate, Alex has always had an affinity for the humanities and has been a University of Cambridge-qualified history teacher since 2017, taking roles as Head of History in Thailand and Ecuador. 




The opportunity to interact with young people combined with the opportunity to travel around the world and work in world-class schools has led Alex to a fulfilling and adventurous career, which he is thrilled to continue at XCL World Academy.
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